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Mickle, once a common street urchin, now rules Westmark as the wise Queen Augusta. Yet 
the kingdom is strangely restless. Ghosts of the past lurk everywhere, whispering of future 
war. Justin and his revolutionaries denounce the monarchy--even the benevolent Mickle. 
Cabbarus, banished from Westmark, plots to seize the throne and install a Reign of Terror.
Theo, the famed Colonel Kestrel, remembers it all--the bloody battles, and the fight for his 
own soul. The past has retumed to haunt the present, and Theo, once again, must join in 
the struggle. Who will at last command the fate of Westmark?

Other Books
Young Adult Literature, Young Adult Literature: Exploration, Evaluation, and Appreciationis 
an exciting new book developed to identify for teachers how to better connect 
adolescents with good literature.Comprehensive enough to ensure that teachers 
understand today's adolescents and the literature that will engage them, yet slim enough 
to ensure readers have the opportunity to read the books themselves, this book will help 
teachers provide a rich educational experience for adolescents throughout the middle and 
secondary curriculum while nourishing their love of reading. This book addresses 
adolescent culture and the types of literature that engage adolescents, including horror, 
graphic novels, comic books, and many forms of media, more thoroughly and insightfully 
than any other on the market.Middle and Secondary Inservice Teachers and Reading 
Specialists.
�����. Anita Lobel recounts her experiences as a Polish Jew in No Pretty Picture : A Child of 
War ( 1998 ) , Irene Gut Opdyke tells of her experiences in  In My Hands  :  Memories of a 
Holocaust Rescuer  ( 1999 ) , Ruth Jacobsen tells of her ..."
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